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THE SUPER-PHYSICS
OF DIVINE ENLIGHTENMENT

Avatar Adi Da’s description of the literal physical and psychic transformations that awaken for those who enter fully into the process of the devotional relationship to Him as Adept-Realizer—the relationship in which He instigates the Realization of Reality and Truth in His devotees.

The True Guru-Devotee Relationship
Is Real Physics

Divine Self-Realization is absolutely uncommon. In Its Most Perfect Completeness, It has, until My Own Divine Avataric Appearance and Demonstration, never transpired in anyone’s case in the entire history of the human “world”. It is, rather, a process that belongs to the future “evolution” of humankind—at best, thousands, millions, billions of years in the future, for the human race as a whole.

At present, almost all human beings persist in an infantile developmental moment that has nothing whatsoever to do with the Ultimate Truth. As a general rule, human beings are still dependent, violent, ego-possessed—still seeking consolations in the realm of changes. Therefore, do not imagine for a moment that right and true practice of the only-by-Me Revealed and Given Reality-Way of Adidam (or Adidam Ruchiradam) is an easy matter, that you can simply Listen to My Teaching-Argument and (thereby) Realize the Intrinsically egoless and Self-Evidently Divine Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and Self-State of Reality Itself. The Reality-Way of Adidam is the Work of Reality Itself. The Reality-Way of Adidam is the obligation (or Law) of Eternal Existence—an obligation generated, and regenerated, by the devotional relationship to Me.

The humanly incarnate Spiritual Master is Divine Help to the advantage of those in like form. When My devotee enters into right relationship with Me, changes happen in the literal physics of one’s existence. I am not just talking about ideas. I am Talking about literal transformations at the level of energy, at the level of esoteric super-physics (beyond the physical limitations you characteristically presume), at the level of the Unlimited Condition of the Divine Conscious Light. That transformative process is enacted in My devotees in (and by Means of) My Divine Avataric Company.

The relationship between the Adept-Realizer and the devotee is not a matter of conceptual symbolisms or emotional attachment to some extraordinary person. The true Guru-devotee relationship is real physics. Therefore, because human beings can make
unique use of the Offering of the Adept-Realizer’s Company, it is to the special advantage of people when an Adept-Realizer (of whatever Real degree) appears in their midst. And that advantage is Unique in My Case, because I have Revealed and Given the Complete Reality-Process, Which culminates in Most Perfect (or seventh stage) Divine Self-Realization.

An Inconceivable Leap

Real Spiritual life has nothing to do with the childishness people tend to dramatize in relationship to the Spiritual Master. I Criticize that childish (or dependent) approach more directly than most people do. Others are merely petulant about the necessity of the relationship to the Spiritual Master, in the “self”-righteous mood of adolescence. Both the childish approach and the adolescent approach to the Spiritual Master are forms of destructive nonsense and must be overcome. However, the mature, ego-surrendering relationship to the Spiritual Master is absolutely Lawful and necessary. Those who object to that relationship might as well object to the relationship between the Earth and the Sun. Most people are willing to sacrifice things, but not themselves. They are willing to pay cash, in other words, for a quick salvation. Such “religious consumerism” is an ancient ritual of worship, but it is false and futile. True worship is the surrender of your own body-mind-“self” in Truth Itself, in the Living and Transformative Company of the Spiritual Master. People absolutely resist such surrender, because they know nothing about it. Human beings are, in fact, subhuman in their present level of adaptation. Devotional surrender of the egoic “self” represents a future stage of development for humanity as a species. In their present actual, literal, psycho-physical condition, human beings are incapable of such surrender. They must be drawn out of that limited condition, and into another state of existence. And it is as far to go from where they are now to Most Perfect Divine Self-Realization as it is from the amoeba in the primal mud of the Earth to a human being. Every aspect of your existence—even the body—must change dramatically.

There is an unspeakably profound difference between the condition of the usual egoic individual and the Condition of the Divinely Enlightened individual. If imagined in “evolutionary” terms, that difference is an inconceivable leap. However, there is a Real Process for making that leap, and there is Help for it: the devotional and (in due course) Transcendental Spiritual relationship to Me, the Divine Avataric Master. In other words, something in the Super-Physics of the universe makes it possible for the Divine Conscious Light to Avatarically Incarnate as an apparent human individual, for the Purpose of Bringing others into the Sphere of Divinely Enlightened Existence. Therefore, just as the relationship to the Spiritual Master (of one or another degree) is the Supreme Principle of Spiritual life in general, the relationship to Me is the Supreme Principle of the Reality-Way of Adidam.
Divine Enlightenment
Is A Change of The Whole Body

True Spiritual life is not just a change in your mind. Much more than an “inner awakening” or a “good feeling” about everything must take place. The literal physics of your entire existence must change. The physical body and its energies must be literally transformed. Real Spiritual processes do not occur as a result of the “subjective” nonsense of vicarious belief and vicarious salvation that people usually associate with “religion”—as if Real Awakening were merely a matter of asking some silly question or going to a few lectures for the weekend.

That is not Divine Enlightenment. Divine Enlightenment is a literal change of the whole body. If you have acquired the human form, then the change that must occur in the body is not really so much in your outward appearance, because you already have the necessary structure. Rather, the changes that must occur are psycho-physical changes—just as literal as if you were to acquire more legs and arms, except that the most dramatic changes occur in dimensions other than the shape of the physical body. Changes certainly do occur in the flesh and in the elemental structures of the body, but those changes do not really alter the body’s outward shape. Nevertheless, those changes are as literal as the “evolutionary change” from a dinosaur to a human being—and they are as dramatic as that, but they principally occur at more subtle levels of the physics of the conditional being. There are literal changes in the nervous system, literal changes in the chemistry of the body, literal changes in the structural functioning of the brain.

You cannot realize such changes in a weekend. They are a living process of growth—but they can be quickened and intensified through right practice, and real ego-transcending discipline, in My Divine Avataric Company. I Communicate My Own “Bright” Divine Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and Self-State to you, thereby Effecting a “radical” (or “at-the-root”) transformation in the disposition of your body-mind-“self”. And, then (over time), I Magnify the effectiveness of that disposition many times, such that the entire Process of Divine Enlightenment can, potentially, take place even in a single lifetime—or (at least) be dramatically advanced in one lifetime, if not completely fulfilled.

The Transcendental Spiritual Process in My Divine Avataric Company becomes a Perfect Self-Awakening of the whole body, through the moment to moment turning of the whole body of psycho-physical faculties to Me.* Such devotional turning to Me requires the disposition of limitless “self”-sacrifice into the Absolute Intensity of Which all conditional manifestations are stepped-down intensities (or conditionally apparent modifications). Through the by-Me-Given Process of total and complete “self”-sacrificial

* Body, emotion, mind, and breath are the four fundamental faculties that make up the “whole body of psycho-physical faculties” of the human being. Responsive turning of those four faculties to Avatar Adi Da is the fundamental practice of the Reality-Way of Adidam.
release into Absolute Intensity, Most Perfect Divine Self-Realization Self-Awakens. Most Perfect Divine Self-Realization is not a merely egoically-“subjective” (or bodily and mentally “internal”) matter. Most Perfect Divine Self-Realization Is the Most Perfect Self-Enlightenment of the whole body. As long as the process in My Divine Avataric Company is one of growth and adaptation and purification, there is the sacrifice of the egoic “self” (or the apparently independent body-mind-complex). Most Ultimately, in the Divine Process of the seventh stage of life, the Intrinsically egoless whole body is Divinely Transfigured and Divinely Transformed—becoming (in due course) Divinely Indifferent, and (at last) Divinely Translated.*

I Show You
My Own Divine Person and Presence

In the Literature of My Divine Avataric Reality-Teaching,† I have Described the full esoteric progression of this remarkable Process. My Description is not based on any mere intellectual synthesis of things I have read and thought about. The entire process of the Reality-Way of Adidam is My literal “Experience”. My Divine Avataric Teaching-Word brings the significance of all the patterns of existence into a clear unity, such that the entire affair of human existence can be approached rightly. Constant Self-Abiding As the “Bright” (Itself) Is My Very Existence. And the Divine Avataric Power of My Transcendental Spiritual Self-Transmission of the “Bright” Is Available for the transformation of others—if people will enter into devotional (and, in due course, Transcendental Spiritual) relationship with Me.

My Own Person Is Intrinsically egoless, Transcendental Spiritual, and Self-Evidently Divine in Nature. Some might presume that, in order for Me to Manifest My Own Person to them when they are at a distance from My bodily (human) Form, it should be the case that I bilocate, that I somehow stand in front of them in My bodily (human) Form. However, bilocation is a phenomenon that relates to the subtle body. What you “experience” As Me Is My Transcendental Spiritual Transmission (or Projection, or Expansion) of My Divine Body. My Divine Body is not a physical manifestation. My Divine Body is not a subtle manifestation. I Show you Myself—My Own Divine Person and Presence. My Divine Form Is the “Bright”, the Love-Bliss-Form That you can feel Tangibly Touching you, Surrounding you, Moving in you, Making all kinds of changes. That Is My Divine Body. I can Manifest My Divine Body anywhere—and I Do So, all the time. I Only Manifest Myself.

* Divine Transfiguration, Divine Transformation, Divine Indifference, and Divine Translation are the four phases of the process of the seventh stage of life in the Reality-Way of Adidam.

† To see the full range of this literature, please visit www.dawnhorsepress.com.
If you enter into the devotional relationship with Me, then the Divine Process begins to duplicate Itself in your case. It is not as if you are a robot that is being transformed by some computer—no. The Process is a living and human relationship to Me. But that Process has nothing to do with the conventional “doctor-patient” and “mommy-daddy-baby” games. Irresponsible people cannot enter into this Process.

A Right and Effective Life

If you are irresponsible, you feel that you are the victim of events, the victim of your own reactivity coinciding with events. You presume that you have to analyze those events, and analyze your reactivity, and (thereby) discover what is to be blamed for your current state. Such is the “worldly” model of life, which is based entirely on the principle of egoity—and to live by that model does not lead to any real change or any real transcending of egoity. To live a right and effective life requires that you embrace the principle of responsibility—by turning whole bodily to Me, understanding your own activity of “self”-contraction, and changing your life on that basis. Past events do not control your life—you control your life. You are not a victim, and no one is to blame.

There is no event whatsoever that is so mighty that you cannot transcend your own reactivity in relation to it. None. Not one event. And not any complex of events. Moment to moment devotional turning to Me is what makes the difference. That Is the only-by-Me Revealed and Given Reality-Way of Adidam.

You must be responsible for yourself at the human level, and in a profoundly uncommon way. You must live the discipline of ordinary life. You yourself must be love under all ordinary, daily conditions. You must make this change in your life. There is no way whereby you can be relieved of this necessity—and nobody else can do it for you. Nevertheless, all of that ordinary responsibility simply prepares you for the right relationship to Me (in and As My Divinely-Avatarically-Born bodily human Divine Form and Person).

An Advantage Unique In Human Time

I Am your Unique Advantage, because I Am Present in the same kind of bodily form as you—Manifested via the same kind of physical structure, the same kind of nervous system, the same kind of brain. In My Case, however, all these mechanisms are Conformed to an Absolute level of Functioning, such that your entering into Communion with Me brings changes even at the level of the psycho-physical body that you present to Me.

No abstract Divine Principle can serve you in that manner—because the physics of this Process must be directly Present, and the bodily (human) Demonstration of the Process must be Present in a Form that can Do Its Work in your case. That Work Is My Purpose. My Divine Avatamic Self-Incarnation Fully Manifests the State of the Ultimate Physics of things—which is your Potential, but not your actuality at the present time.
The “abstract Divine” and the powers of the universe are not (in and of themselves) organized for the sake of the immediate transformation of human beings. If people truly enter into right devotional and (in due course) Transcendental Spiritual relationship with Me, they will (inevitably) Realize the process of transformation characteristic of the only-by-Me Revealed and Given Reality-Way of Adidam.

I Am here to Reveal the Perfect Teaching of Truth Itself and to Initiate the great culture of compassion and Wisdom among human beings. However, those Purposes are secondary aspects of My Divine Avataric Service to humanity. Those Purposes are the Transformative Effects of My “Bright” Divine State and My Ultimate Divine Function. My True and Ultimate Divine Avataric Function Is to Instigate the Super-Physics of Most Perfect Real-God-Realization (or Divine Enlightenment) among My true devotees.